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Letter from the Editor: Welcome to the Dog Pound
Welcome back to the dog pound to our returning students, faculty and staff and welcome home to the Class of 2023! Over the next four
years you will experience some of the best and challenging moments of your lives. These may come in the form of winning your semester's
GFOB competition, to making lifelong friendships at the townhouses to getting into a heated debate as a group member. As a senior looking
back on my time here,Ido have a bit of advice to the upcoming classes. If you follow my three pieces of advice, hopefully this year will be the
most memorable yet.
First, listen to your own interests and stray away from being peer pressured when it comes to finding your involvements on campus. From
the multitude of student organizations to a variety of athletic ventures, you should try to get your feet wet with an activity that is of interest to
you. Everyone only has so many opportunities to try something new in their lives without the burden of investing in supplies and having to
deal with fees. Think of the last time you did something for the first time and then reach out to a club or organization that really speaks to you.
Second, Bryant is one of the BEST business schools around so use their business resources. Have you ever walked in the AMIGA center
for career advice? No, then go! The staff there knows their stuff and can help you create a resume worthy of any of their career fairs. Are you
intimidated by network?ing or talking to strangers in general? The AMIGA center has mock interview events throughout the semester and even
has career planning courses that can help you establish your business professional foundation. If you would rather take the more independent
route, explore theBryant university career connectionportal to find potential jobs andinternships that would be fitting for your potential career
path. All of the companies that appear on the BGG pay to advertise their job openings on our portal. That means they WANT Bryant students,
so apply, apply, and apply because eventually you'll land a job or internship that'll help you further your career.
Third, Travel when you can! Many students take advantage of the Sophomore International Experience as well as Study Abroad trips. I
have yet to hear of a bad experience associated with either of those trips. When students return from experiencing a new country together they
gain a new cultural appreciation of the world and they also build relationships with other students that they probably did not know existed
prior to that trip. In addition to these opportunities, look out for trips being offered for spring break. Both the Interfaith Genter and The Ghina
Institute offer trips that enable students to explore new states while making friends in the process. If signing up for a trip with strangers is too
intimidating, consider joining an organization that sends their officers or general members to different conferences and competitions. From
SPB to GEO they often send their e-boards to conferences that advance their clubs and groups like the Sales Team compete nationally.
Time will never stop but what you do in the next four years will determine your college experience. Good luck and Go Bulldogs!
-Nyatasha Jackowicz, Editor-in-Ghief

Advocacy Help: Providing Guidance, Support,
and Empowerment to all the Bryant Students
'
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Katie Hughes
Staff Advisor
The Archway sat down with Kelly Boutin, Director of theHochberg
Women's Genter and Pride Genter, to ask her about one of the services
run through her area called the Advocacy Helpline. Here's what we
found out:
What is the Advocacy Helpline?
Advocacy Helpline is a 24/7 on-call support network for Bryant
students of all genders who have experienced Power-Based Personal
Violence.
What is Power-Based Personal Violence?
Power-Based Personal Violence is a form of violence that has as a
primary motivator the assertion of power, control,and/or intimidation
in order to harm another. Examples of Power-Based Violence include:
Sexual Assault, Dating Violence, Domestic Violence, and Stalking.
Who answers the Advocacy Helpline?
A member from a team of Bryant faculty and staff answers the
phone. They have all received training as First Responders in violence,
crisis intervention, and support and are familiar with resources for
those affected by sexual assauk, stalking, domestic violence, or dating
violence. First Responders are prepared to help students understand
the on and off-campus resources available to them as well as to support
students in choosing the course of action the student feels is best for
them.
What are some scenarios of when a student could contact the
Advocacy Helpline?
•
You wake up after a night ofpartying andnotice your underwear
is missing and you have bruises all over your body. You don't
know exactly what happened, but know something isn't right.
•
A guy asked you out at the start of the semester. You're weren't
interested, so you said, "no." Since then, he won't stop texting,
calling, or DMing you on Instagram. He waits for you outside
of your classes and has begun turning up wherever you go on
campus.
•
You don't feel safe and you don't know what to do.
•
Your roommate and her girlfriend have frequent, explosive
arguments.
•
You've told her you don't think their relationship is healthy and
they should either break up or get some help.
•
Last night, things got physical and they both hit one another.

•

You don't know how to handle the situation as they both
harmed the other and now you don't feel safe in your room.
What happens when I contact the Advocacy Helpline?
•
Your call will be anonymous.
•
You will be able to speak with a First Responder
•
A First Responder will come to campus to meet with youif you
wish.
•
A First Responder will be willing to go with you to the hospital
or to meet with Bryant's Department of Public Safety, and/or
local law enforcement.
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Interested i n finding o u t m o r e a b o u t the Advocacy
H e l p l i n e p r o g r a m o r t a l k i n g t o someone about it?
Contact Kelly B o u t i n a t kboutinl@bryant.edu
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Meet the Brand New
Residence Life Staff

Tweets of the Week

Zach Pelletier

"In the latest episode of "Pokemon the Series: Sun and
Moon," Ash Ketchum finally wins the championship
competition of the Alola League, marking the first time
the protagonist has won an official Pokemon League
tournament"

Interim Associate Director, Residence Life
MJ Stewart - Warren House Resident Director

My name is MJ Stewart andI am the
Warren House Resident Director and
this is my first year at Bryant University.
I have my B.S in Pohtical Science andj
Psychology from the University o£
Wisconsin- River falls. I have over 31
years of professional higher education'
experience working within residence
life. I previously was employed at
Bemidji State University, in Bemidji,
Minnesota as a Residence HallDirector
for a First-Year hall and an upperclassman apartment building.
I also have 4 summer internship experience working at Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland. I am really excited
to have joined the Bryant University community because of the
changes and innovative ideas being proposed and implemented at
the institution.

-CNN, 9-16-19 (@CNN)
"Breaking: 10-year-old Ash Ketchum wins the Alola League
Championship, his first Pokemon League championship in
bi.s 20-^^r career'
_ s.-

-SportsNation, 9-15-19 (@SportsNation)

Emily Zarych - Bristol House Residence Director

Hello my name is Emily Zarych and I
am the new Bristol House Residence
Director. Prior to Bryant I was
pursuing a Master of Education degree|l
in Counselor Education from Clemsor
University. My professional interests^
involve equity, social justice. Title'
IX, and academic support in higher
education. I grew up in New Jersey
and went the Rutgers University- New
Brunswick for my undergraduate degree.Icame to Bryant because
of the opportunity to work in a small tight knit community of high
achieving students.Iam excited about the future of Bryant! There
is so much change and evolution occurring and I feel really lucky
to be a part of it and contribute to it.
Paul Augello - Area Director Lower Village

My name is Paul Augello. I am the
new Area Director for Lower Village.
Born and raised on Long Island, NY
but I like to consider myself island,
hopping asIrecently moved to Rhode|
Island to work here at Bryant. A fev
of my favorite things include bike^
riding outside on nearby trails, going
to the beach and listening to music,
particularly country is my favorite.
I attended Furman University in
Greenville, SC where I was a Resident Assistant. This position
inspired me to pursue higher education asIreally enjoyed working
with college-age students and aiding in their development. I
recently received my master's degree in Higher Education from
the University of Pennsylvania. I am very excited to be at Bryant
University working in the Office of Residence Life. There are a lot
of changes going on throughout campus and it is exciting to see
the evolution of this institution while contributing to its growth
and success. Looking forward to getting to know more of you oncampus and please don't hesitate to reach out!
Zach Pelletier - Interim Associate Director of Residence Life

My name is Zach Pelletier and I'm
the Interim Associate Director or
Residence Lifehere at Bryant.Icame to
the University in July from EmmanuelJ
College, where I served as the'
>%
Director of Student Center Services & ^
Programs. I'm very excited to be back
in residence life, where I worked for
five years previous to working in the
student center at Emmanuel. I have
found the energy at Bryant to be contagious, and I'm excited to
work with our esteemed faculty and staff to create a "home away
from home" for all of our students.
I'm very excited to welcome Emily, Paul, and MJ to the Residence
Life team. Each of them bringunique attributes, personalities, and
skill sets to an already solid team of professionals. The energy and
enthusiasm they have shown while working thus far with students
at Bryant is something that the department and I personally are
very thankful for. Iknow that they will contribute greatly to the
Bryant community and be great support systems and advocates for
our students.

"Maybe, now that Roethlisberger has suffered a bizarre
season-ending elbow injury, the Browns can make the
playoffs and at least make the AFC playoffs interesting."
-Skip Bayless, 9-16-19 (@RealSkipBayless)
•i

"Sometimes you have to kind of die inside in order to rise
from your own ashes"
-LIV Morgan. 9-16-19 (@Ya01nyLivv0nce)
"Four Black girls lost their lives fifty-six years ago in
Birmingham at the hands of white supremacist terrorism.
Now, racist terrorist attacks are claiming lives in El Paso,
Charleston, and Charlottesville. We cannot morally afford
to repeat the past. We must act."
-Pete Buttigieg, 9-15-19 (@PeteButtigieg)
"Pharmaceutical companies don't donate to our campaign
and we don't want their money. We want to take on their
greed and slash Americans' prescription drug costs in half."
-Bernie Sanders, 9-16-19 (@BernieSanders)
"Boris Johnson forgets that the Hulk only fights for the
good of the whole. Mad and strong can also be dense and
destructive. The Hulk works best when he is in unison with
a team, and is a disaster when he is alone. Plus...he's always
got Dr. Banner with science and reason."
-Mark Ruffalo, 9-15-19 (@MarkRuffalo)
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Fast News of the Week Remembering September
11th, 2001, Along With

- After twenty-two years of the Pokemon Anime,
Ash Ketchum has finally
won the Pokemon —
•
* U T
League after leaving his home over two decades ElUDSTrBSSIllGnt Dy TrUIHp
ago to become the very best, the best there ever
was
- Workers in Boerner Botanical Gardens in Hales
Corners found thirty-three baby snapping turtles
- The Solomon Islands have chose to no longer
recognize the Republic of China as the real
China and ended diplomatic relations with them
in order to form a relationship with the People s
Republic of China
- Square Enix's Brings Arts line of action figures
will be introducing a Kingdom Heart III version
of Roxas early in 2020
- According to research done by the University
of Birmingham's Institute for Research into
Superdiversity, the majority of European Union
citizens feel safer and more welcomed in Scotland
than they do in England
- Russia conducted group military drills with the
People s Republic of China
- Today is free cat adoption day ay Lollypop Farm
in Fairport New York
- The Working Families Party has officially
endorsed Elizabeth Warren
- Superbia Credit Union is going to be the first
credit union which is designed for and caters
for the LGBTQ+ community and it will open its
doors in 2020
- Kharkiv, the second largest city in the Ukraine,
hosted its first ever LGBTQ+ Parade
- Days after Shokir Shavkatov came out as gay on
Instagram, he was brutally stabbed and killed in
Tashkent, Uzbekistan's capital, and the alleged
murder has been caught and arrested
- According to a study done by Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, one out of every sixteen
women stated that their first sexual experience
was rape

s (GettyImag^

Matthew Carvalho
News Editor
Every year, Americans acknowledge
the attacks of September eleventh and the
families and friends of the victims join
together at Ground Zero inNew York City.
This year was no different.
Thousands of people joined together
at the memorial to grieve and pay their
respects to the fallen.
All of the names of the victims were
read at the ceremony and they also had two
moments of silence to represent each plane
that crashed into the Twin Towers.
It is still something that puts many
Americans and many people in awe when
they remember what happened in D.C. and
New York City.
To remember the day, DonaW Trump
delivered a speech at the Pentagon.
Before it was time for him to make
his address, he went to Twitter on the day
of remembrance when he tweeted, "In
a hypothetical poll, done by one of the
worst pollsters of them all, the Amazon
Washington Post/ABC, which predicted
I would lose to Crooked Hillary by 15
points (how did that work out?). Sleepy Joe,
Pocahontas and virtually all others would
beat me in the General Election".
This is not tradition for how a president
would act on a day like September eleventh,
but Trump has never been a conventional
president.
When delivering his speech and
recalling his thought process and what he
was going through during the assault, he
said, "I vividly remember whenIfirst heard
the news. I was sitting at home watching
a major business television show. Early
that morning. Jack Welch, the legendary
head of General Electric, was about to be
interviewed, when all of a sudden they
cut away. At first there were different
reports. 'It was a boiler fire,' but I knew
that boilers aren't at the top of a building.
Tt was a kitchen explosion in Windows

on the World.' Nobody really knew what
happened. There was great confusion.Iwas
looking out of a window from a building in
Midtown Manhattan directly at the World
Trade Center whenIsaw a second plane at a
tremendous speed go into the second tower.
It was then that Irealized the world was
going to change."
As nice of a speech as this was, it should
be said that it seems like this may be another
false statement made by the president.
During the eighteen years since the
attacks, Donald Trump has recalled his day
during the assault many times and there
have been multiple versions of the story.
One of the older versions of the story
had him in Trump Tower when the second
plane struck the second tower.
Later in the speech he took the time to
make it clear that the plans to go to Camp
David and have talks with the Taliban have
been cancelled.
Donald Trump made this decision due
to the recent attack in Afghanistan which
resulted in the death of an American
soldier.
Modern terrorism is a plague that has
been harming the United States for many
years now.
Every single one of these attacks has
hurt the US and one cannot compare one
attack to another, however, the attacks of
September eleventh have had one of the
biggest influences on this nation as a whole.
These attacks may still feel fresh, but
they have happened eighteen years ago, and
it is amazing that there are legal adults out
there who were not alive for this history
making tragedy.
When the towers and the Pentagon
went down due to the disastrous attacks of
terrorism, not only did it leave a giant scar
on the United States, but it left a mark on
each and every person in the world.
Always remember the impact that this
event has had on our country and to always
come together for one another.
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Target Prepares to Make IVIomentous
IVIoves Towards the Holiday Season

i

Target circle (Cieriy images)

Matthew Carvalho
News Editor
Target has been making some big moves as of late.
One of their major announcements regards their number of employees.
Summer is not even over yet, but planning is already underway at Target.
The retailgiant announced that they plan onhiring over one hundred thirty thousand
new, seasonal employees.
It is obvious that this is going to have a grand impact on the company, but to get a
better idea on this issue,Isought out comments from an actual employee of Target.
These statements are the view of one individual, and by no means reflect the views
of Target or any larger organization and the source wishes to remind anonymous when
they say, "The hiring of seasonal workers for the holiday season is a fairly old concept
for retailers, such as Target. Any team member at Target who has worked several years
is familiar with the wave of new faces and the impacts, both positive and negative,
that come with this wave of hiring. Many current team members originally started as
seasonal workers for the holiday season and were offered a position after the holiday
season. It is important to hire seasonally in order to meet the increased demand that
stores face during the holiday season. However, it does mean that a good portion of the
increasing payroll goes towards training and hours for these seasonal hires. This results
in experienced team members needing to train and guide new hires in providing an
excellent guest experience, which may temporarily hinder their level of service as an
individual is split between assisting coworkers and completing their tasks. While hiring
seasonal workers may have some positives and negatives for traditional team members,
it is integral for retailers to do this in order to meet the demands of the holiday season.
The continued success of the company is necessary for current workers to have job
security and possible increases in wages, and the extra sales during the holiday season
are extremely important for success in the industry".
According to the source, it seems like it is going be an extra difficult time of year for
the already hired staff.

Not only are they going to have to focus on getting the new recruits prepared and
ready for the Christmas season, but they also must continue with their usual duties and
serving the customer.
Target has also announced that they will be introducing a new rewards program for
the company.
I asked for the thoughts of the same source on this topic and they said, "In short,
I think that the new rewards program will be beneficial for Target guests, but is not
a major surprise for those following the developments of Target over the last several
years. Target originally started with giving guests paper coupons to incentive guests to
return to the store. This was eventually integrated into the Cartwheel app, which gave
guests percentages (or cents) off certain items and brands at Target. Cartwheel was
eventually integrated into the Target app and the old app was discontinued. The Target
app included the old features of Cartwheel, while integrating new featureslike the ability
to place orders, find in-store locations for items, pull up order receipts, and more. The
evolution of these traditional Cartwheeloffers to the new name of "Target Circle Offers",
combined with a savings of 1% for guests using the rewards program is not a major
surprise. However,it is interesting that the Target Circle 1% savings cannot be combined
with RedCard savings, which is highly encouraged for guests. Since these two savings
cannot be combined,it appears that Target Circle (with the measly 1% savings compared
to the 5% with the RedCard), strives to build brand loyalty with guests who do not wish
to apply for a credit card or debit card. Target realizes that a large portion of guests do
not necessarily want a RedCard and are using the benefits from Target Circle to build
brand loyalty with these guests. Target Circle, Target's new rewards program, is simply
the next step in the evolution of Target's rewards programs as it strives to build brand
loyahy with guests to compete with its competitors".
It seems like this is not a program meant for those who have a RedCard.
With all the benefits that this program offers, customers cannot use Target Circle in
the same purchase with RedCard.
However, this program will still be put out to provide multiple benefits for those
customers who do not want to have the credit card.

Interested in business? Lii^e to write? Send in a business article and get
published! Send articles to archway@bryant.edu
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Apple Unveils Newest iPhones
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iPhone 11 (Getty Images)

Michael Warren

Combining battery size with the new chip, an extra hour of battery life has been
reported by Apple for the new iPhones.
Staff Writer
The 11 Pro models will come with 18W fast chargers, while the base model will come
with the standard 5W charger.
From the Steve Jobs theatre in Cupertino, California, Apple CEO Tim Cook unveiled
This has generated some controversy as most other competing smartphones have
the newest line of iPhones.
been packaged with fast chargers, including ones that are cheaper than the iPhone.
The iPhone 11, 11 Pro, and 11 Pro Max are set to be released on September 20th,
The iPhone 11 will come iff six colors: black, green, white, red, purple, and yellow.
succeeding the iPhone XR.
The 11 Pro models will come in four colors: midnight green, space grey, silver, and
Pre orders began on September 13th.
gold.
The base iPhone 11 will retail for $699, $50 cheaper than the iPhone XR at its launch
A new anodized aluminum finish will also be available and is said to be more durable.
date.
Apple also claims that new iPhone will be made with the toughest glass ever found in
The iPhone 11 Pro will retail for $999 while the iPhone 11 Pro Max will retail at
a smartphone.
$1,099.
Furthermore, there will be improved water resistance and a more immersive sound
Apple is heavily promoting trade ins and payment plans to offset the cost.
system.
Perhaps the most striking change is the tri-camera array which will be featured in the
Perhaps the most controversial part of the iPhone 11 is that it is not equipped for the
11 Pro and 11 Pro Max, a first in iPhone history.
5G network.
A redesigned camera app will allow users to switch between the three cameras.
Released in late 2018, the 5G network is said to be substantially faster than the 4G
One camera will be a wide-angle lens, another will be an ultra-wide-angle lens, while
network which it is replacing.
the third will be a telephoto lens allowing users to zoom in on far away objects, therefore
The first smartphone to support the 5G network, released in March 2019, was the
boosting the quality of portrait shots.
Samsung Galaxy SIO.
One of the most prominent features of the three cameras is the Night Mode designed
Apple has claimed that the 5G network is still in its infancy stages and has not
to enhance photographs taken in low light.
warranted enough use to be accessible through the iPhone.
The base iPhone 11 will feature a duel camera system including the wide and ultrawide
Essentially, Apple is waiting for it to become mainstream before introducing it into
camera lenses.
their phones.
The front facing camera is the same across all three models, it will feature slowAside from a few technical and physical upgrades, the most prominent change from
motion video and a wider angle.
the iPhone XR is the camera system.
The iPhone II camera will also feature a new technology called Deep Fusion which
Besides the camera upgrades, there aren't very many features that will stick out to the
selects the best features of nine different photographs taken together in a batch.
everyday user.
Deep Fusion then combines the best features into one composite photograph.
Time will tell whether users decide to upgrade to the iPhone 11, or simply stick with
This will have the effect of sharper details and range on photographs.
their current mo<^el.
This technology will be available on all three models of the iPhoAe 11.
Additionally, the iPhone 11 and 11 Pro models will be powered by Apple's A13 Bionic
processor chip which has been reported to be 40% more efficient that the A12 Bionic chip
used in the iPhone XR.
The new iPhones will also feature a 5% larger battery than the iPhone XR.
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Bryant Athletics Highlights This Week
Bryant Athletics

we have to find a way to make plays. We need to find a way to execute when our backs are
against the wall."
The Bulldogs continue their three-game homestand next Saturday when they welcome
Women's Soccer Recap
in-state
rival Brown to Beirne Stadium. Kickoff is scheduled for 3:00 p.m.
The Bryant University women's soccer team closed out the non-conference schedule
These
recaps and all Bryant Athletics highlights can be foundat www.bryantbulldogs.
the same way as last year, with a victory over Vermont on Sunday afternoon. (Bryant 2,
com.
Vermont 1)
Just seven minutes into the game junior Amanda Spitaleri (Ronkonkoma, N.Y.) gave
Bryant the early lead and scored for the second game in a row when she sent one up and
into the back of the net after a cross from senior Caitlyn Linden (Newtown, Conn.).
Coach Biggs' offered his comments saying, "I thought our team caftie through a week
with three games very well. Bouncing back to score eight goals over three games after a
stretch of tough one goal losses speaks to the character of our team. Today we scored two
more very good goals and benefited from another fast start, as well as the depth of our
group. After a goal in each half, we fought hard, and managed the game well to grind out
the win."
Bryant opens conference play when they take on the 2018 Northeast Conference
undefeated champions. Central Connecticut, at home on Friday at 3 p.m.
Football Recap
Fordham University scored 23 points in the fourth quarter, defeating the Bryant
University football team, 29-14, on Saturday afternoon at Beirne Stadium. The Bulldogs
led 7-6 at the half and 14-6 heading into the fourth quarter, but the Rams scored on fourstraight fourth-quarter possessions to earn the victory.
Sophomore Daniel Adeboboye (Toronto, Ont.) rushed for a career-high 99 yards
and a touchdown on a career-high 22 carries, while Anthony Frederick (Hollywood,
Fla.) caught four passes for 62 yards, including his first-career touchdown.
Senior Tomas Wright (St. Augustine, Fla.) led the defense with a career-high 11
tackles, while sophomore Joe Andreessen (Depew, N.Y.) posted seven tackles, two sacks
and three tackles for a loss. Junior David Onyemem (Dracut, Mass.) intercepted his
second-career pass.
Coach Merritt offered his comments saying, "We played good football in the first
half. We played with a purpose. In the second half, when our backs are against the wall.
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Atheitics get off to a great start to the season

Antonio Brown's Wild Ride to the Pats
Varun Arvind

On March 10th, the Steelers traded him to the Oakland
(soon to be Las Vegas) Raiders, for a 3rd round pick and
Sports Editor
a 5th round pick. They also gave him a large extension,
which was worth 50 million dollars.
For a couple of months, fans were led to believe that
everything was allright, and until July, that may have been
true. In mid-July, AB hurt his foot during cryotherapy.
During training camp, he was suffering from "sore feet."
In August, Antonio Brown was the biggest news of the
NFL. Brown, for his entire career, had been using a helmet
that the NFL had deemed unsafe. As a result, the NFL had
given players (not Just Brown) a year to find a new helmet.
During the Raider's trainingcamp, the team had informed
him that he had to get a new helmet. On August 12th, the
NFL formally declined his request to use his helmet. The
next day, he asked twitter to find him a new helmet: "Tm
looking for a Schutt Air Advantage Adult Large Helmet
that was manufacturedin 2010 or after. In exchangeIwill
trade a signed practice worn @Raiders helmet.'" He did
this because he thought he found a loophole: any helmet
that wasn't explicitly banned from the NFL couldbe used.
Brown had deemed that this issue was something that
could change his career, so he delivered an ultimatum:
Brown would retire unless he got that helmet.
Brown did end up finding another Schutt Air Advantage
Antonio Brown remains unsuspended by the NFL
helmet, but it ended up failing safety tests. Brown then
(NBCNews)
filed another grievance with the NFL hoping to use the
Antonio Brown was ahousehold name for the Pittsburg helmet. He did end up failing that, but it appeared that he
Steelers. He went to seven pro bowls, and led the NFL in finally decided to find another helmet. He decided that he
receiving yards in both 2014 and 2017. Additionally, he would wear a Xenith Shadow Helmet in 2019.
The General Manager of the Raiders, Mike Mayock,
was considered to be the best wide receiver in the NFL for
his entire time in Pittsburg. Suffice it to say, he was one of had decided to fine AB, for everything that he had done
during this offseason. Brown decided to post the letter
the biggest stars in the NFL.

~ 41

informing him of the fines on Instagram. In the letter,
it showed that they were displeased with his actions
this offseason, and that they could potentially void his
contract. The disgruntled receiver had accused the GM of
hating him due to this letter. On September 5th, Brown
got in a very heated altercation with Mayock. As a result,
Mayock wanted to suspend Brown.
Antonio Brown, after the media started reporting on
this altercation, apologized to the team in a very emotional
way. It appeared for a single moment that everything was
going to be fine. The coach, Jon Gruden, even said that
he was going to play in the first game. However, things
quickly decided to go awry after Antonio Brown posted
a "wiretapping" of a phone conversation between him
and his coach on YouTube. (Just to be clear, there are no
legal ramifications from this as Gruden gave him consent
to do so). On September 6th, the Raiders had enough of
their star receiver, and decided to fine him and void his
guaranteed money. The next day. Brown had demanded
his release, and they let him go.
Brown was free of the Raiders and the Raiders were
free of him. He was free to go anywhere he wanted to.
To almost everyone's surprise, he decided to go the New
England PatHots and team up with Tom Brady.
His story isn't done yet. As soon as he signed with
the defending champions, many different sexual lawsuits
followed him. As of right now, he has not suspended by
the Patriots or the NFL. As a result, he will be allowed to
play with the Patriots. In his first game with the team, he
had 4 receptions for 56 yards and a touchdown. It was a
crazy offseason for AB and his saga is not even close to
being finished.
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Bulldogs win 2-1 over UMass Boston
WWW.BRYANTBULLDOGS.COM

52nd minute - UMass 1, Bryant 0 - After a free
kick from Chandler O'Dwyer, James McPherson was
able to sink a shot past Bryant's defense and into the net,
giving UMass the first goal of the day.
66th minute - Bryant I, UMass 1 - Charles
DeSantis (Saint-Mathias-Sur-Richelieu, Quebec) fired a
free kick from outside the box that deflected off a UMass
defender and into the net tying the game up in the 66th
minute.
73rd minute - Bryant 2, UMass 1 - Rodriguez
charged up the field and crossed the ball over to Williams
who passed it off to DaCosta and sent it to the back of the
net to give Bryant the win.
Stats and Notes
UMass previously held its 2019 opponents to
just one goal, making Bryant the first team to score more
than one goal on the Minutemen.
The Bulldogs and Minutemen both fired 11 shots
at goal, but Bryant outbeat them in accuracy by one with
six to UMass' five.

SMITHFIELD, R.I. - After dropping to Howard just
36 hours before, the Bryant University mai's soccer team
bounced back with a 2-1 victory over the University
of Massachusetts on Tuesday afternoon at the Bulldog
Soccer Field.
Ganie Information
Bryant 2. UMassI
Records: Bryant 2-3-0, UMass 4-2-0
Location: Bulldc^ Soccer Field | Smithfiekl, R.I.
Key Moment
Freshman Di^ Rodriguez (Woodbridge, Conn.)
started a beautifidpiay through mid&ekl, passing it off
to sophomore Ben Williams (Unionvilk, ^tario) who
sent it up to senior Alex DaCosta (Bristol, R.I.) fw a quick
touch a^ then fired it past the goalkeeper and,ifito the
back of the net to put the Bulldogs up one and daim the
game winning goal.
Scoring Summary

Diego's assist was the first point ot his career
with the Bulldogs.
DeSantis' goal was his first of the season and
third ofhis career.
Williams' assist puts him at eight points on the
season.
DaCosta has now tallied points in each of the
last four games and also has eight points thus far.
Freshman Jake Spaulding (Topsfield, Mass.)
registered the first shot of his career and senior Derek
Blanchette (Hope, R.I.) registered his first of the season.
After allowing three in the first half and having
0 themselves, the Bulldogs had the advantage in corners
claiming six to the Minutemen's two in the second half.
Up Next Brown
Bryant hosts in-state rival Brown Sunday at 1 p.m. on
the Bulldog Soccer Field.
Be sure to follow the team on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram for updates during every game this season and
an inside look at the program.
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BRYANT COLLEGE. PROVIDENCE, R. L

New Enrollment Largest In History
200 Veterans to Start Classes
In, February
On February 25. the largest
number
of
students
to enter
Bryant College at the mid-year
term will be passing under the
archway.
With over 200 veterans
signed up for the Business Admin
istration, Accountancy and finance,
and refresher courses and at least
50 other enroUees for the secre
tarial department our school is
having a difficult time to find
housing space for it's many out-oftown students. This large enroll
ment will also affect the Septem
ber enrollment.
Never in the history of the
school have so many students en
rolled at the mid-year term. This
year's enrollment is an all-time
record. These students are from all
parts of the United States.
Very
few come from Providence or
near-by areas..
There are even
several students from out of the
country to add to the college melt
ing pot.
There is a girl from the
Panama Canal Zone and another
from Iceland.
The housing shortage is even af
fecting
college
enrollment
as
Bryant officials are having diffi
culty in placing their out-of-town
students in suitable living quar
ters. This shortage is affecting the
many in-coming Veterans who are
married and want to find living
quarters for themselves and their
wives.
Classes will probably be
filled to capacity as limited space
prevents the making of smaller
class groups.
With a large teach
ing staff the College is trying to
combat the necessity of large
classes due to the limited space
available.
(Continued on Page 4)

Their First Big
Step Together
Craig Edgar and Betty Roux
have taken their first big step to
gether.
Recently,
Betty
annnounced her engagement to Craig
and at the same time, she stated
their intentions of taking the
second and final step, the wedding,
during Craig's summer vacation
this August.
Betty Roux is a member of the
Rhode Island School of Design,
class of '49, where she is major
ing in Commercial Art. She is also
active in the College Dramatic So
ciety.
Craiff Edear is a first vear teach-

NEW DEAN OF
WOMEN NAME^D
Mrs. Dorothy Robinson has been
named Dean of Women and Guid
ance Councilor here at Bryant.
Mrs. Robinson has had a great
deal of experience in this line for
she was connected with the Provi
dence School Department of Guid
ance and Counciling for a number
of years, as well as three years in
the same capacity at Mt. Pleasant
High School.
A native of Providence, Mrs.
Robinson attended Pembroke Col
lege and from there she recieved
her Masters Degree.
During the interview Mrs. Rob
inson stated that she was very
much impressed with Bryant Col
lege and with the new idea of
guidance counciling that is being
enacted here.
She went on to ex
plain that guidance counciling is
intended to help the girls to be
come acclimated to college life and
through advice to live happier and
more successful lives.
At the present time Mrs. Robin
son's office is located in what was
formerly the library where she
may be found Tuesdays, Wednes
days, and Thursday. It is hoped by
the college that all the women
students will, take advantage of
this opportunity to receive advice
and guidance through their col
lege life.

YEAR BOOK
STAFF NAMED
Work on The Ledger, the annual
Bryant College year book has be
gun according to members of the
staff. Since this year brings with
it peace The Ledger promises to
be one of the finest books yet to
be seenon the Bryant Campus.
The members of The Led(re,ri
Staff are: Co-Editors, Jean Drosd
and Edmund Clegg; Photography,
Dorothy Olter; Literary, Robert
Birt, Dorothy Stewart, Lucille
Gotsell, Bernadine
McCrudden,
Colette Dickey, Betty Guidette,
and June Steiner; Reportorial,
Ruth Adamson, Joyce Finney,
Mary Vales, Clara Lewis, Gladys
Aranosian, Florence Rosen, Natalie
Pino and Mary Cogswell; Advertis
ing, Mildred Valenta, Henry Zinno,
Gilbert Corva; Art, Ethel Wexler,
Robert LeBlanc, Roland Paris.
The members of the Staff would
like to have announced that if
there are any students who would
lik#' snan.<5hnts

nnVilishprt
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FEBRUARY, 1946

BETTY EVANS
NEW CLASS
HOURS FORMED
CHOSEN QUEEN
There is a radical increase in
Miss Betty Evans was chosen
the number of students this term
over that of any term in the his Campus Queen at the annual dance
tory of Bryant College. Because of of Tau Epsilon and Kappa Delta
this, a special schedule of classes Kappa.
After a short
was instituted to accommodate this
increase.
As of last term there
speech
Robert
were three divisions in the B. A.
Arzuyan
pre
Department. Now there are four
sented
t h e
arranged in early and late ses
Queen with a
sions. Included in this change will
crown of Red
be an early session for the veterans
Roses. Upon re
taking a refresher course.
The
ceiving
t h e
"schedule of the students under the
crown and with
Secretarial and Executive Secre
genuine modes
tarial
and
Teachers
Training
ty Betty polite
course will remain the same.
ly said, "thank
The students under the classifi
y o u v e r y
cation of the B^ A. Department,
much." Now I'd
September freshmen, Division I,
better s t e p
will start at 8:30 a. m. and con down before I fall down."
tinue until 1 p. m.
September
Betty is a junior in the Commer
freshmen. Divisions 11 and III, will cial Teachers Training Division, a
start at 10 a. m. and continue un member of Sigma Iota Chi Soror
til 3:15 p. m.
The September ity, Vice President of the Newman
seniors under the B. A. Depart Club and a member of Beta Chi
ment will start at 8:30 and end at Tau.
She is a very industrious
1:45 p. m. February seniors will student and is working her way
start at 10 a. m. and continue until through college in the capacity ot
3:15 p. m.
helper in the cafeteria.
The four divisions of incoming
The other contestants for the
freshmen under the B. A. Depart honor of becoming Campus Queen
ment will also have a division of were, Vivian
Thurston.
Emily
classes.
It will be according to Horeman and Jean Murray,
the early and late sessions. Febru
ary freshmen Division I, will be
early. Classes will start at 8:30 a.
m. until 1:45 p. m. February fresh
men, division II, will be late and
their classes will start at 10:45 with
the exception of one day which
The annual Star Crest Festival
will start at 10 o'clock. This will
continue until 3:15.
Division HI sponsored by Sigma Iota Beta and
will be early. Classes -will start at her brother fraternity Beta Iota
8:30 a. m. until 1 p. m. Division IV Beta will be held February 26,
will be neither early nor late. 1946, at 8:00 p. m. in the Bryant
Classes will start at 9:15 until 2:30. G3Tn.
The social committee headed by
The freshman refresher courses
will be approximately the same Herbert Page have announced that
except that classes will start at there will be an outstanding floor8:30 a. m. unless last-minute show. with the music conducted by
the
"Music
Master"
himself
changes are made.
Tommy Masso and his orchestra.
For the past two years Sigma
Iota Beta and Beta Iota Beta have
held dancas which have been very
successful both socially and finan
cially.
Therefore if anyone if
Beatrice Hirt, a first year Ac seeking a night that will be filled
countancy and Finance student, with enjoyable entertainment, at
was announced as winner of the tending the Star Crest Festival
$5.00 award given to the student will make that night come true.
Tickets for the dance, which are
who submitted the best name for
75c, may be obtained from any
the college newspaper.
The contest was sponsored by member of the sorority or fratern
members of the staff in an effort ity otherwise you may buy them at
to obtain a name for the paper. the door.
The entries were judged on their
originality and their emphasis on the students pass to and from
some phases of Bryant life.
classes, they also gather here to
After considering and voting on comment on their studies, their

n

U

TO HOLD STAR
CREST FESTIVAL

CONTEST WINNER
IS ANNOUNCED
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Six Infinity Stones in the Marvel Universe
Matthew Carvalho
News Editor
"From the dawn of the universe, there was nothing.
Then... boom. The Big Bang sent six elemental crystals,
hurtling across the virgin universe. These Infinity Stones
each control an essential aspect of existence" (Wong). In
the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU), these six stones
each give its wielder complete control over one of the
following characteristics of the universe: Power, Space,
Reality, Soul, Time, and Mind. Now, imagine living in a
universe where one of these stones existed and you had the
ability to use it. When tackling this issue, one must look
and examine each of the stones.
In Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 1, the film introduced
the purple Power Stone to the audience. When giving a
description of the stone, Gamora, adopted daughter of the
Mad Titan Thanos, said, "The stone reacts to anything
organic. The bigger the target, the bigger the power surge".
The stone has the power to destroy so much, including
planets. During the first Guardians film, we see many
examples of the stone's capabilities. When the Collector
is showing the Guardians a video about the stone, they
see an entire planet being destroyed and enveloped in
violet flames. While the Collector is distracted, one of
his servants grabs the stone and attempts to use it to free
herself by killing her master. Instead, the stone kills the
servant by savagely ripping her apart to nothingness and
brings much of the Collector's museum to rubble. Ronan
would also use the stone to wipe out plenty of members of
the Nova Corps. Towards the end of the film, Peter Quill,
the half-celestial, grabbed the Stone during his battle with
Ronan. The stone started to destroy Quillbut ceased to do
so when the other guardians would hold hands together
with him so all five members each shared some of the
power of the stone, so they did not get destroyed. They
then used the strength of the stone to obliterate Ronan.
In Avengers: Infinity War, Thanos already has the stone
at the beginning of the film. He used the stone to torture
Thor be simply touching his head with the stone to get Loki
to give him the Space Stone as well as using it to destroy
the Asgardian ship. Thanos also uses it in unison with the
Space Stone to torture Nebula so Gamora would inform
him on where the soul stone was. During his battle with
the Avengers on Titan, he uses the power of the stone to
rip apart an entire moon to send it hurling at Iron Man. At
the end of the film, Thanos uses all six stones and snaps his
fingers to wipe out half of all life in the universe. The Power
Stone contributed to this by allowing Thanos to perform
such an act and added to the strengths of each of the other
stones in order to affect the entire universe. In Avengers:
Endgame, 2018 Thanos said he used the stones to destroy
the stones. So, the Avengers went on a time heist to retrieve
the six stones to reverse the snap. When 2014 Thanos gets
the gauntlet, he takes the Power Stone out and uses it to
knock out Captain Marvel. Iron Man ended up taking the
stones from Thanos using his suit and used them to turn
2014 Thanos and his army to dust, killing himself in the
process. As powerful as the stone is,Iwould not choose to
possess this stone for multiple reasons. For one, the stone
would rip me apart, and even ifIdid survive, it is arguably
the least powerful of the stones as its powers were reduced
by its powers being absorbed by the Guardians.
Thor: The DarkWorld brought about the reality stone to
the MCU. In Infinity War when Thanos obtains the stone,
he tells Gamora, "Reality is often disappointing. That is,
it was. Now, reality can be whateverIwant". In The Dark
World, the reality stone is in a liquid state known as the
Aether. In the form of the Aether, it can turn matter into
dark matter, and it takes a host and absorbs their energy,
similar to a symbiote like Venom or Carnage. There are
certain people that when they are taken over as a host, the
Aether can enhance their abilities and grant them new
ones as well that they could have never imagined. It also
has the ability to take over an entire world in darkness. The
power of the stone is used to a much higher degree when
Thanos is in possession of it. When the Guardians traveled
to Knowhere to retrieve the Reality Stone, they see Thanos
speaking to the Collector. Gamora kills Thanos with a
blade, and while she is crying, the evil Grimace spoke to
her. Suddenly, the beautiful mansion of the Collector is
shown to be in flames and the collector was never there
in the first place and Thanos was actually alive all due to

the stone. When the Mad Titan saw Drax and Mantis, he
temporarily turned them into blocks and strips of skin,
respectively. Before Thanos takes Gamora, Quill attempt
to shoot her so Thanos cannot bring her away, but he uses
the stone to turn his blast into bubbles. He also uses this
bubble mirage when Gamora attempts to take her own
life with the same blade she 'killed' him with by turning
that into bubbles as well. When Thanos meets withDoctor
Strange on Titan, he makes the world temporarily resemble
its former self. When Thanos snaps his fingers, the Reality
Stone is what actually changes reality and makes half of all
life turn to dust. The half of existence that was erased were
killed because the stone is what changed reality. The stone
may be able to change reality and give the user to make
the world how they see fit, but it is not my top pick for a
stone. In the form of the Aether, it does have the ability
of absorbing my energy and killing me. Also, its effects
may not always be permanent since Drax and Mantis did
return to their normal states.
The Mind Stone was first introduced to us in the
first Avengers film. Thor provides a description of the
stone when he says, "It's one of the six Infinity Stones,
the greatest power in the universe, unparalleled in its
destructive capal?ilities". The Mind Stone is a yellow stone,
but when it appears in Loki's scepter, it looks blue, similar
to the Space Stone. In Avengers, the God of Mischief can
use the stone to control minds. By touching people with
the tip of the scepter, they will be under his whim, as was
shown when Clint fell victim to this tactic. However, it
seems it cannot work on everyone as we saw when it had
no effect on Iron Man. Loki is also able to use the stone
to communicate with beings that are in faraway places.
When the Avengers grab hold of the stone, they can use its
abilities to bring sentient life to the beings of Ultron and
Vision. The stone also grants amazing powers to Quick
Silver and Scarlet Witch. When Vision is brought to life
by the Avengers, the stone is placed in his head. He is able
to use the stone to do attacks such as laser blasts from
his head. It is also shown that he can communicate with
the stone because it is what warns him of the impending
doom that was Thanos. The stone aids in providing Vision
with life, and when the Avengers want to destroy the stone
before Thanos can take it, they try to surgically remove in
a manner that would not kill Vision which was seen to be a
difficult task as it was never finished. When angry Barney
finally takes the Mind Stone as his last stone, we only see
him use it in the snap. When he does snap his fingers, the
Mind Stone is what grants him greater control to use all
six stones at once. With the help of the Soul Stone, it also
aids in specifying what type of life he wishes to eradicate.
The Mind Stone is an immensely powerful stone to say
the least. However, it is something that I do not wish to
possess. It is too dangerous as we see that it can corrupt
others. There are also theories that since it was the first
stone that Thanos ever had contact with even before his
quest for the stones, it is what gave him the inspiration to
lay waste to half of all life.
Of all six Infinity Stones, the Soul Stone was featuredfor
the least amount of time throughout the MCU. It did not
make its first appearance untilInfinity War when Thanos
encounters the stone. The way to gain the stone is unique
compared with how the other stones can be possessed. In
order to possess the stone, one must travel to the planet
of Vormir and travel to the top of the summit. When this
is accomplished, one must sacrifice whom they love most
by throwing them off the cliff. The killer will then awaken
in a shallow body of water with the Soul Stone in their
hand. Thanos did all of this by killing Gamora and taking
ownership of the stone. The stone is also thought of having
a strange ability in which the souls of the victims that are
killed by the user of the stone are stored inside of it, but
that has yet to be made officially canon in the MCUbut it
is canon is the comics. However, Thanos is seen at the end
of Infinity War to have spoken to a younger Gamora inside
of the Soul World in the stone so one would assume this is
official canon. Thanos is also seen to use the stone during
his duel with Doctor Strange. When the wizard uses a
spell to create many versions of himself to confuse and
bewilder Thanos, he uses the stone to morph all versions
of him back into the true and original Strange. During the
snap, the Soul Stone takes on an important role.It is what
finds all of the species that Thanos wishes to cut inhalf
and randomly selects which beings will be erased. It is
believed that the souls of the fallen are stored in the stone.

This stone is not seen too much throughout the MCU and
Ido not have an interest in having the stone. The abilities
are not ones that interest me, andIdo not want to kill who
Ilove most for a rock.
The Time Stone was first introduced in the film Doctor
Strange. The stone is kept inside of a necklace known as
the Eye of Agamotto and would be used by the Sorcerer
Supreme. When in possession of the stone, one can
physically gain control and redirect time and its flow
and can decided which area to affect without changing
time anywhere else. One can also use the stone to rush
the effects of age and make someone meet a quick death
to old age. Doctor Strange uses this ability for the first
time when he brings an apple back to its whole self after
taking a bite of it and then using the power of the stone.
When Karl Mordo is explaining the Time Stone to Doctor
Strange, he says, "Temporal manipulations can create
branches in time. Unstable dimensional openings. Spatial
paradoxes, time loops! You want to get stuck reliving the
same moment over, and over, forever, or never having
existed at all?" The stone is a tricky and risky stone but
can work when used in the right hands. When facing off
against Dormammu to protect Earth, Doctor Strange
makes himself and his opponent stay stuck inside of a time
loop. Time does not pass in the time loop, but it would
have felt like thousands of years of the same moment of
Dormammu killing Strange repeatedly. It eventually
makes Dormammu become so enraged and frustrated
that he leaves, and Earth is saved.InInfinity War, Strange,
in a quick amount of time, sees every single possible
outcome for the Avengers with their duel with Thanos
due to the stone. He sees fourteenmillion six hundred five
possible realities all due to the power of the stone. When
Thanos goes to Wakanda to take the Mind Stone, Scarlet
Witch destroys the stone, and by doing so, kills Vision.
Thanos was unfazed by this because he used the Time
Stone to reverse the effects of death and the destruction
of the Mind Stone and proceeded to pull it out of Vision's
head, killing him a second time. When Thanos snaps his
fingers, with the help of the Space Stone, the Time Stone
gives Thanos the ability to wipe out half of all life in the
universe all at once. The Time Stone has infinite abilities
which would make any user a supreme being. However,
there is a high risk for using the stone, but if it was not
for one other stone, then I would be more than happy to
choose this stone to be my stone of choice.
In Captain America: The First Avenger, we were
introduced to the greatest and most supreme stone of all,
the Space Stone, in the form of the Tesseract. The first
people that areknown to have possessed the stone were the
Asgardians who placed the stone inside of the Tesseract in
order to use its powers without being overwhelmed. About
a thousand years before The First Avenger, the Asgardians
left the Tesseract in Norway which was eventually found
by Red'Skull after Nazi Germany took over Norway. This
is definitely one of the reasons why I love this stone so
much because I am a huge history buff and World War
II nerd. It also may be because it is blue and my favorite
color is blue, butI also would choose this stone because
of its awesome power. The stone is capable of powering
devastating weaponry like the ones that were used by Red
Skull.
One can use the stone to teleport anywhere in the
universe like Thanos did when he went from Titan to
Wakanda. Being able to go whereI want wheneverIwant
would be such a useful tool. It can also be used to create
portals for others to go through like when Loki opened
a portal on Earth for the Chitauri army to invade the
planet. Loki also uses the stone to teleport itself into his
hand out of nowhere when Thanos asked for the stone. We
also saw in Captain Marvel that it can be stored inside of
a cat. In Infinity War, Thanos uses it to make others go
right through him instead of having to fight them. When
Thanos snaps his fingers, the Space Stone is what allows
Thanos to affect the entire universe. The Space Stone is a
simple idea but is an immensely powerful stone, surpassing
all other stones. Being able to teleport, go through walls,
create wormholes, teleport the stone whenever Ichoose,
and several abilities make this stone the most attractive of
all in terms of its shear force and power and the Infinity
Stone thatIwould choose to possess.
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The Sport of Rowing: No Pain, No Gain
Allison Jalbert

a higher speed, you'll build up muscle as well as improve your cardiovascular system.
Although the form itself is not difficult, the sport is not easy. Blisters develop over time,
Opinion Editor
and in some cases can become pretty severe. Waking up early every day can also take
a negative physical toll on the body if you're not resting enough or properly fueling
Picture this: it's a Monday morning and you have work at 9am. Your alarm goes off your body. Carbohydrates are very popular amongst rowers, especially before races, as
at 7am and you grumpily hit snooze a couple times before you drag yourself out of bed "carbo-loading" maximizes the storage glycogen (energy) in your muscles. When race
for another day at the office. By the time you shower, get ready and, of course, grab day comes, you are able to power-through and use your stored energy to make it to the
your daily coffee, you have just enough time to get to the office and begin your workday. finish line. It's also crucial to keep hydrated so that recovery is easier.
This situation is oh-too-familiar to many Americans who live this routine. Most people
Rowing makes you fit. It doesn't matter if you have any prior experience or if you've
vehemently insist that they are not a morning person, and never will be.I thought the never worked out in your life, beginning to row every day and sticking to it guarantees
same. Then,I joined Bryant's Women's Rowing team.
that youwill achieve a decent level of fitness. Although the physical benefits are plentiful,
Imagine the shock to my system when I transitioned from the summer routine of the mental benefits are even more so. It takes a serious level of commitment to be a
sleeping late into the afternoon to waking up every day at 4;30am. However daunting it rower. Once you overcome the challenge of waking up when some college students are
appears, the life of a rower is a beneficial one. Besides being able to brag about doing an just getting to bed, you realize that you're stronger than you ever thought. After you
intense, full-body workout, us rowers get to brag about the most impressive thing of all: complete your first 2k and feel the burning in your lungs and your legs, you realize that
starting the day before the sun even rises.
you're stronger than you ever thought. After you spend weeks and even months training
As a rower, not only do you get to see a beautiful sunrise every morning, but you and win your first medal in a regatta, you realize that you're stronger than you ever
complete your daily workout before you have to attend classes, go to work, or are thought. Rowing is an extremely underrated sport, and it's almost entirely overlooked
responsible for any other tasks you have to accomplish throughout the day. Rowing is because people simply do not want to wake up early. The important thing to remember
a full-body workout that helps you to get in shape by burning fat and building muscle. is the power of mind over matter. If you want it bad enough, it'll be the easiest decision
The more you row, the greater the benefits. By rowing for longer periods of time and at J- you've ever made. And the best one.

Bryant University's Women's Rowing Team prepares for their spring season (BryantUniversity)

A Note From the New Opinion Editor
Allison Jalbert

Our rowing team is always accepting of new members, whether it be our fall season,

O p i n i o n Editor

winter training, or spring season! Feel free to reach out, attend apractice, and bring your
friends!

Accepting New Members!
For anyone interested in joining Bryant's Women's Rowing team, please contact:
Instagram: @bryant_rowing
Our current president: Lydia Paglierani
Email: lpaglierani@bryant.ed
Secretary: Hailey Hammick
Email: hhammick@bryant.edu
Myself: Email:: ajalbertl@bryant.edu

Currently, our novice team practices only twice a week in order to adjust them to the
morning practice times. I encourage anyone interested in rowing to try it for just one
practice, one week, or one semester if possible. Once you're on the water, any feelings of
being tired are replaced with adrenaline and love for the sport. Choose rowing!

The Opinion pages of the Archway feature the opinions of the identified columnists and writers, which are not
necessarily those of the newspaper or Bryant University
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SPORT HIGHLIGHTS
With the winter season still
clamping on us basketball is cur
rently holding the sporting livelight at Bryant.
Anyone who yearns for plenty
of excitement has only to pay a
visit to the Bryant auditorium any
(The staff cordially invites you
Jokes in other books remind us afternoon, except Friday.
That we have some bum ones too.
Whereas, last year,j we were t o p a r t i c i p a t e i n t h i s c o l u m n b y
Blame yourseK—they'd have
limited in man-power, this year s e n d i n g i n y o u r l e t t e r s t o t h e
'there is sufficient number of meh E d i t o r . )
been better
attending the college to permit
If you had handed in a few.
#
t»
4*
plenty of intra-mural competitibii- Dear Editor:
John brought home his report for botl^ boys and girls alike.
I wish to extend to you and to the
The Isoys intra-mural league is staff, my best wishes for a success
card, and with it was a letter from
the Dean. "Dear Mrs. Blank," the now in full swing with four good ful paper. I know as well as the
letter said. "John is a smart stu teams battling each other each majority of the other students
dent but he spends all of his time Monday afternoon beginning at know, that what Bryant needs most
with the girls. I'm trying to think 3:15 p. m. Teams representing each is a good coUege paper. More pow
of the college fraternities plus an er to you!
of some way to cure him."
—C. W.
independent
team, have played
Mrs. Blank studied the note, then
Results To the Editor:
wrote the Dean the following. through the first round.
"Dear Mr. B.A.: If you find some have been fairly close with Tau
Is it true that the college news
way to cure him, please let me Epsilon Fraternity showing the paper will be published by and for
way.
know. I am having the same trou
Thus far the Tau Eppers have the students, without any outside
ble with his old man.
not been beaten but are being intervention? If this is true, I know
*
•
*
challenged with every inch of the that for one, I will help and conPriest: Valeff, you asked me to way by the flying Indies and the .ribute to the paper all that I can
pray for Anna Bell last Sunday. Teddy Bears. Beta Iota Beta have and I think that the rest of the
Would you like me to repeat the as yet to past there initial win but students 'will.
—^B. T.
pray this Sunday?
with the addition of a couple of (Editor's note: Yes, it is true that
Valeff; No thanks; Anna Bell won new players are beginning to of
"The Archway" is published by
last Monday at 7 to 1.
and for the students. I hope that
fer some real resistance.
*
*
•
John Borelli and Joe Donatelli
not only you, but all of the stu
Girls worry about their hats and of the Teddy Bears and Miles
dents will contribute to the pa
their shoes. Between the two there's Boothe and Ray Keller of Tau Ep
per. )
*
silon are battling for the indi
enough to worry anybody.
• « *
vidual scoring lead.
Editor:
These
boys,
together
with
I think that it would be a good
Freshman; "I've added those fig
several others, have shown some idea if you had a column in the
ures up ten times. Sir."
clever ball handling, as well as paper in which any jokes submit
Math Prof.: "Good!"
plenty
of dead eye shooting and ted by the students would be pub
Freshman: "And here are the ten
making skill.
lished.
—W. V.
answers, Sir!"
On Tuesday, Wednesday and (Editor's note; That is exactly
»
*
•
Thursday afterooon the girls intra
what the "Student's Comer" is
Not so long ago Mr. Gulski was mural league swings into action.
for.)
seen walking to his office, after Thrills and spills are plentiful.
correcting some tests, with a glassy
With the first round of play just
stare in his eyes. After some in about over Harriet Hall still has promising varsity candidates, Lu
quiring it was learned that the an yet to taste defeat.
Each of the cille Gotsell of Bryant Hall with
swer was a simple one. Ed Butler other teams has broken into the a point total of 39 points and
received 93 in a Cost Accounting win column with the result that Millie Valenta of Eldridge Hall
Exam. We hope that Mr. Gulski has the league leaders are being hard with 32.
Team tryouts for the girls var
fully recovered from the shock by pressed to stay on top.
now. •
Alice O'Day, of the top notch sity team are expected to be held
*
*
*
The above mentioned scor
Harriet Hall sextet, is currently soon.
Q.—^"What is a female shopper?" setting the pace for individual ing leaders, together with several
6ther promising candidates, are ex
A.—"A female shopper is a wom scoring honors with 42 points.
Offering plenty of competition in pected to form the nucleous of this
an who can hurry through a depart
year's Bryant sextet
ment store aisle 18 inches wide the scoring parade are two other
Coach Dickerman has already
without brushing against the piledscheduled a home series wi&
up glassware, and then drive home
Dtoner Guest; "WUl you please Clark University of Worcestef,'
and knock the doors oS a 12 foot pass the nuts."
Massachusetts and plans are being
garage.
Absent-minded Prof: "Yes, I sup formulated for several games with
»
*
4>
pose so—but I really should funk other colleges including Rhode
Midnight came and "wow, wow, most of them."
Island State.
*
«
«
wow," and another "wow" came
A team rooting section helps
from the baby. "Pour bawls and I
State Cop: "Hey you pull over." lend the necessary support that
walk" groaned baseball minded
Herb Page: "I wasn't speeding spurs a team on to win.
They in
was I officer?"
George Kane as he slid out of bed.
spire a team witli fighting spirit.
*
•
«
State Cop: "No, just flying too These
intra-mural
basketball
games provide plenty of excite
Just because a man chooses a low."
*
•
*
ment and fun for alL They would
woman for a mate doesn't neces
Your
editor-in-Chief
is like the be much more exciting with a good
sarily make him the captain.
electric fan: Buzzes away all day, rooting section on the side lines.
*
«
•
and
blows off a lot of wind, but Even though you omit a partici
What happened to that F.B.I. man
pant, how about lending a little
never says anything.
we had in Bryant College? Was he
*
#
*
support to your team. Watch the
called off the case or did the fel
schedules which are posted well in
DEFINITIONS
lows scare him off!
B o l l y w o o d s —^The land of yes advance of the scheduled games,
«
*
*
and when your team plays come
men and acqui-yes girls.
After a terrific struggle, a law
O v e r h e a r d c o m m e n t o n m o d e r n  over to the auditorium and shout
n student finally finished his exam ist architecture: It's my pet ab- your head off.
ination paper, and then at the end hortion.
wrote: "Dear Professor
—?:
D e f i n i t i o n o f i n t o x i c a t i o n s —^To
If you sell any of my ^swers to feel sophisticated and not be able
the funny papers I expect you to to pronounce it.
split 50-50 with me."
Schoolboy wisdom (from an ex
250 Warren Ave
amination paper):—^A pasive verb

Young China
Restaurant

QUESTION OF
THE MONTH
All students are invited to an
swer the "Question of the Month'
that will appear in each issue o:
the Archway. The answers are tc
be written in not more than 2J
words, signed by the students and
deposited in the News box.
A wide variety of all the an
swers received will be selected anc
published in the next issue.
The question for this month is:
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THE
COLLEGE ASSEMBLIES?
Dear Editor:
Would it be possible for you tc
tell me if we do have a Studeni
Council and if we do why isn't i1
doing something in-behalf of the
students. I think that it would be
a lot better if it would do some
thing instead of arguing all the
time.
(Editor's note: Yes, Bryant Col
lege has a Student Council and
an active one at that. I suggest
that you see John Linda, Presi
dent of the council for further
information.)

A POEM
I contemplate on writing
Verses of delight.
But happy thoughts come spurting
To my paper white
Only when my heart is free
From banal cares—earthly woe.
Escape my patterns of glee!
What design? I do not know.
By Barbara Feldman

Compliments of

Bryant Cafteria
Where good food
is always served

WALDORF

For
FORMAL
DANCES
To Hire
N-E-W
TUXEDOS

Waldorf Clothing Co.
Men's Formal Wear—Exclttsively

«>i o
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Heroes and Legacy of Homer's The Iliad
Thomas Maranian
Variety Editor

The Trojan War between the Greeks and Trojans
lasted for 10 years. (MajorSpoilers)
Although the Trojan War in Homer's The Iliad was
based on a real war between the Greeks and the Trojans,
much of the oral tradition he incorporated was altered
with a great deal of Greek mythology. However, it is
noteworthy to recognize that fictional texts carry lasting
lessons to be learned. As historians continue to make
claims over what was real or made up,it is worth exploring
the facts. The Iliad was written by a great writer of the 8th
century B.C., and like any other great epic, it contained
conflict, heroes, love, and tragedy. As the war continued
to unfold, debts were paid, lives were taken, and Kings
would rise and fall. Helen of Sparta, Paris and Hector of
Troy, Odysseus - King of Ithaca, Agamemnon - King of
Mycenae, and Achilles - King of the Myrmidons are just
some of the few that played a role in the poetic tragedy.
Homer's The Iliad shows how Achilles played a role in the
outcome of the war, and how the epic as a whole became
influential in future literary texts and other mythological
tales. Achilles proved to be of paramount importance
on the ultimate victory over the Trojan's, for without
his strength in battle, the war may never have been
won. Despite his internal conflict and rage, he was both
a strong and prominent frontrunner of the soldiers that
battled for something truly worth fighting
for: textbook
names worthy of remembrance in the generations yet to
come. Homer's tale has carried its inspiration throughout
many centuries to some very popular works of modern
literature, film, and television.
In order to understandboth the outcome of the war and
the impactit has hadthrough the ages,it is first necessary to
discuss the heroism in Achilles, for his character inspired
many yet to come. Within The Iliad, many thematic
instances of fate, perseverance, and the immortality
versus mortality of man and woman are portrayed. What
truly made Achilles a hero was his preexisting knowledge
of his fate (his death). Even so, he persisted in leading the
Greeks to victory. These thematic prose are demonstrated
with military soldiers in many wars throughout history.
"In Achilles, however. Homer chooses to create a character

who has, through his mother,unique andprivileged access
to the will of Zeus and knows his fate from the very start
of The Iliad" (Jones 115). It was through Achilles' mother,
Thetis, that his doom was revealed to him. If he chose to
fight in the Trojan War, as he had, he would meet his end
shortly after the death of Hector. On the other side, if he
chose to remain at home, he would live to a fruitful old
age. Choosing the first of the two, Achilles made it known
that it was his wish to be remembered throughout history
that mattered more than anything else. And what a wish
it was he had. His character has indeed influenced many
great works of modern day literature and culture, as will
be discussed further in this study.
Now what defines a hero? According to the MerriamWebster Dictionary, and in the context of The Iliad,
the definition of a hero is as follows: "a mythological or
legendary figure often of divine descent endowed with
^reat strength of ability" (Hero). As Achilles was bathed
in the River Styx prior to the war, he was granted the
gift of invulnerability, save for the ankle. In this case,
the Styx was the mythological aspect, while his gift in
combat fulfills the legendary aspect. As most studiers
of literature know the nature of the story behind the
Achilles' heel, his invulnerability was gifted to him by his
mother, Thetis. Her intention was, in fact, to make her
son immortal, but this failed since not all of his body was
dipped into the Styx (Burgess 220). Ihe two terms are in
fact different. Immortality is the ability to never die, while
invulnerability is the ability to not be harmed though
mortality is still present.
As mentioned earlier, Achilles made a variety of
decisions within the epic tale. With his discrepancies
and arguments with Agamemnon throughout the stages
of war, Achilles was driven to withdraw his Myrmidons
from the fighting,
following Agamemnon's taking of
Briseis, cousin of Hector and Paris (1.240-44). Achilles's
love affair with the young princess proved to be a driving
factor of the hero throughout the course of the war. Later
on, when Patroclus put on the armor of Achilles to lead
the Greeks in an overnight assault on the Trojan's, his
death would cause Achilles to retake his position in the
battle to kill Hector out of justice and love (23.19-23).
By doing so, he secured the victory for the Greeks. The
relationship between Patroclus and Achilles, as presented
by Homer, has been up for discussion amongst scholars
and writers since the fifth century B.C. (Mariscal and
Morales 292). In the 2004 adaptation of the Trojan War
in the movie Troy, featuring Brad Pitt as Achilles, the two
warriors are cousins. Still, Mariscal and Morales believed
the relationship was more intimate (292). Regardless, it is
well known that people have fought their battles for loved
ones since the beginning of time. Love is a powerful tool
to have, just as fear is. A touch of both can go a long way in
making proper decisions, especially in a time of war.
The decision to overcome his grief andhonor his fallen
friend led to the ultimate defeat of the Trojan's, despite
knowing he would die in the process. His ability to still
move forward was an act of a true hero and is one that is
seen inmodern times. Achilles knew it was what Patroclus
would have wanted (24.509-15). Courage and bravery are
hard qualities to live by in certain circumstances, but to
him, they had been a part of him since choosing to go to
war. Knowing his death approached, Achilles overcame
this and became the hero of the war. His name became
worthy of remembrance and became the character that so
many others in literature have been based on. He revealed
the idea that heroes do not fret at the thought of death,nor
do they back down from what is necessary to do.
Flashing forward to modern times, this theme echoed
in late twentieth century films including Saving Private
Ryan, and Black Hawk Down. In Saving Private Ryan,
a whole squadron is slaughtered in an effort to find the
young Private, and yet they carry on. No man can be left
behind. It is seen throughout the entirety of the movie.
In the search for the young private, each character creates
their own journey and showcase their unending strength

to persist, despite baring the burden of dead brothers. In
Black Hawk Down, a great many soldiers are killed, and
yet the soldiers do not give up (Torgovnik 1839). After the
Somalian forces strike down their helicopters, the soldiers
are forced to continue their goal of providing food and
aid to the starving population in the very same country
as the attackers. In both films, the U.S. soldiers prove they
have the same sort of perseverance and grit that Achilles
displayed when honoring his dead friend, Patroclus, in
The Iliad.
Additionally, the world of film
has opened up to
several adaptations of the Trojan War. Examples include
Helen of Troy (a TV series), 2003, Helen of Troy (movie),
1955, Ulysses (movie), 1954 (Myrsiades 21). Troy, 2004,
as previously mentioned, has been the latest of them
thus far and portrays how the story has passed on from
one generation to the next. All take a different route in
the portrayal of the story, which makes it all the more
prominent. And it is not just in film. Essay writers and
scholars have explored the influences of The Iliad for
centuries. Film directors and writers' abilities to interpret
the Trojan War in so many different ways show the true
significance and longevity of the epic tale. There is much
and more to be explored to this day. Homer can be seen, in
some ways, as the father of epic poetry.
In modern society, there have been many adaptations
and incorporations of the hero Achilles into literary
fictions. For example, in a popular young adult book titled
Percy Jackson and the Last Olympian, Percy Jackson is
dipped into the River Styx and proceeds to come out with
the same gift as Achilles in Homer's epic. In Percy's story,
it was a smallportion ofthe back that remained vulnerable
in battle (Riordan 135-136). He chose to enter the river,
seeing as it was the only way to stop Kronos from bringing
destruction to Olympus. The siege at Troy was adapted
into an older audience fiction series called Adventures of
Odysseus, which follows the war from the perspectives of
Eperitus, a young Greek warrior, and Odysseus, instead
of Achilles. A comparison can even be made between
Achilles and Romeo from Shakespeare's tragedy of Romeo
and Juliet. Both are affected by the death of loved ones,
and both end up dying for those very same people.
Even to this day, students all over the world are
continuing their study of Homer's great work. The Iliad
and Odyssey, both written by Homer, are over 2700 years
old. Over two dozen translations have been created in the
past 50 years of both works (Myrsiades 21). The legacy
of the Trojan War has even made its way to the graphic
novel, which has "appropriated Homer in the projected
seven volume series of Eric Shanower" (21). The legacy
of Homer's The Iliad has made its way to a relatively new
genre of today's culture, which is quite impressive. Pop
culture has heavily been influenced by Homer's work, for
the legacy has been immense. The lessons to be learned,
the tales to tell, and the magnificence of those involved in
such a heroic battle are almost infinite.
As the events of the Trojan War unfolded, Achilles
emerged as a central figure of the tale. For without him,
the death of Hector and the proceeding events to follow
may never have happened. The actions fellinto line as they
did so that the wUr would be in favor of the Greeks, despite
death and destruction. The death of Patroclus and the
persistence of Achilles to honor his death wouldultimately
lead to the outcome of the war and the redemption of his
character. In the midst of a decade long conflict between
two countries, heroes were born, princes were unmade,
and tales were toldof thegreatness and might of the bravest
of warriors.Homer created a tale that would inspire many
yet to come in the world of literature. As bothliterary and
cultural studiesof the 21st century continue to explore The
Iliad's poetic beauty, more interpretations will aid in the
belief and tradition of the Trojan War and those involved,
whether it was real or not. All stories serve a purpose,
whether mythological or not. The legacy of Achilles will
surely live on for many millennia to come.
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Sharkwater Extinction (2019) Review
Xiao Yu
Staff Writer

example, if the film started off with the traditional voice-over narration, which it did, the
director should continue with that method rather than switching over to video logging.
Another strategy whichIwould recommend for a smoother film development is that the
director should stay focused on the topic he is covering before moving on to another,
so that the confusions can be negated. Repetitive plot is another deficiency thatIthink
hindered the overall development of the film. The constant display of fishermen catching
and selling sharks throughout the documentary was redundant and overwhelming.
None of the mistakes mentioned, however, were comparable to the fact that Gunnarsson
turned part of the documentary into a memorial. The director might have done it out of
respect for Rob Stewart, but that did not stop it from tarnishing Stewart's initialpurpose
"to make people fall in love with sharks." Thus,I would reckon that if Gunnarsson's
purpose was to pay tribute to Stewart, he shouldhave just made the film into abiography
as opposed to an activist documentary, and vice versa if his original idea was advocate for
shark awareness. All that being said,Istill believe it is only fair for me to give the director
credit for his work in Sharkwater: Extinction (2019), which entails valuable contents that
not only address a social issue but also initiated a movement.
Though the plot development was mediocre at best, the director compensated for his
failure within the documentary by mean of characterization. Unlike narrative films, Rob
Stewart did not develop the characters in Sharkwater: Extinction (2019), but rather cast
actual people who aided with the originality of the project and keeping the narrative
^ .truthful. The main character casted throughout the film was director Rob Stewart
himself. From the documentary, it could be concluded that Stewart was inspirational,
passionate, and courageous among other characteristics based on his true intentions.
^^3tewart's steadfast yet charming characteristics not only made it clear to the audience
„,that his love for sharks was a lifelong affair, but it also provided the audience a greater
' understanding of their vital importance to the ecosystem. Other than himself, Rob
Stewart also interviewed and casted many static characters from distinct backgrounds
within Sharkwater: Extinction (2019). Perhaps the main reason for including a diverse
but linear cast in the film was to eliminate bias and to create sympathy amongst the
Rob Stewart's production of Sharkwater Extinction uncovers tlie illegal and audience. Credence of this was shown respectively when marine conservationist
Randall Arouz voiced out against the new president-elect of Costa Rica for reversing
violent underworld of shark finning. (Amazon)
shark conservation policies, or when a Miami shark trophy hunter rejected the theory
Only a handfulof film producershave a vision as exceptional as that ofRob Stewart, who that sharks are becoming virtually endangered as merely a "Shark Week propaganda".
steadfastly devoted his life in bringing to spotlight the unsung vulnerabilities of sharks Even more effective was the casting of marine biologist Diego Cardenosa within the
throughout the world. Unfortunately, Stewart s dream was tragically cut short v?hen he documentary. Here, Diego mentioned that we are unwittingly consuming and utilizing
died from hypoxia while filming the sequel and final Sharkwater documentary series deep commercial products that are laced with shark DNA high in mercury and other toxic
off the coast of Key Largo, Florida. Like his 2006 prequel, Sharkwater: Extinction (2019) concentrations. That was powerful because Cardeiiosa's role here was to help raised
also served as a cinematographic reminder to new and existing audience or activists that social awareness and to drive the audience in taking action against such inhumane
although headways had been made during earlier proceedings, the ultimate pledge to activities; which in my opinion, the director did a great job asIwas moved by the jarring
save sharks and earth's ecosystem was far from being achieved. Though Rob Stewart was information presented.
From a personal standpoint,I think that the production values within Sharkwater:
known to be a vivid shark advocate, who strived to expose the profiteering businesses of
Extinction
(2019) were adequate.Iliked how the foley artist made use of quality sound
shark hunting and shark finning, he was likewise an accomplished filmmaker. He did a
great job in filming Sharkwater; Extinction (2019) in terms of content delivery, character techniques in the documentary to enhance ambient sounds, because not only did he
development, and mise-en-scene. Sadly,in my opinion the 2019 sequel did not live up to promote the originality, but he also upheld the naturalness of the film. For example, the
the legacy paved out by Stewart's first Sharkwater (2006) film. It feels as if the entirety of squawking of the seagulls and the swishing of the waves near the Costa Rican shores
the project was a rushed job as it is hindered by inadequate production values and poor were used to enhance the natural beauty of a tropical paradise. Also, the scenes at the
narrative development. The ultimate disappointment about the film was when acting fish markets and at the ports—accentuated with diegetic sounds such as the knifing or
filmmaker Sturla Gunnarsson, who took over directorship from Rob Stewart after his butchering of sharks and the loading of shark carcasses onto the ships respectively—
death, turned part of the film into a memorial which nullify the original idea Stewart had contributed to the realism of the documentary as they were characterized by raw
unprocessed sounds. Sound bridges, especially rock music, were also added to facilitate
in mind—to reverse the stereotypes men have on Sharks.
Throughout the narrative, Stewart and his team advocated for shark awareness and quick transition from one scene or location to another. The background music waslikewise
protection by debunking the stereotypes that mainstream culture had on sharks. This effective in my opinion because some helped to induce thought while others added to
could be seen when the filmmakers travelled globally to places including Africa, Europe, the overall effects of the cinematography. To me the serene background music played
Latin America, and even the U.S. coasts of Florida and California to capture various during the narrations helped to intensify the director's messages and encouraged marine
imageries regarding the exploitation of sharks worldwide. From my personal standpoint, sustainability awareness amongst the audience and me specifically. The high intensity
the aerial shots of the shark fin batches in Costa Rica at the beginning of the film was music, on the other hand, complimented the mood of the narrative as shown in the scene
effective because it highlighted the dubious effects of the documentary. For example, the where the shark hunters were shooting at Stewart and his team while they were filming
elevated shot used here gave me the impression that the narrative was filmed illegally by the documentary in California. During the beginning of Sharkwater: Extinction (2019),
means ofprivacy infringement as it was characterized by jarring jump cuts and uncanny natural lighting was introduced but then became gradually darker and more low-key
sounds. The dynamic angle of the shot taken also complimented the unsettling effect of towards the end the film. The realistic lighting incorporated here made the documentary
the film since it broke a major rule in film making, the rule-of-thirds, and thus making appeared credible to me. This is key in documentary filmmaking because it is the most
the shot awkward but somehow memorable. Another effective mise-en-scene used in effective way to gain support from your audience for your work. The low-key tone at the
Sharkwater: Extinction (2019) was the shot of a shark being trapped on a giant drift end of the film additionally galvanized Gunnarsson's tribute to Rob's unfortunate loss
nets just off the coast of Catalina Island, California. In my opinion, this scene was an by creating a gloomy tone during the ending scenes of the narrative. The camera angles
effective use of prop and composition to showcased human cruelty towards sharks. The were also naturalistic as they were often taken from Rob Stewart's point of view. Even
used of tight frame and low-angle shots were powerful in capturing the slow death of though the point-of-view shots were successful in maintaining authenticity, the vibrating
the shark which was emphasized by the gloomy blue lighting from under the ocean. The effects created from such a camera technique was counterproductive because it made the
wickedness showed here also made me empathize the shark population and sympathize film seemed more like a video log as opposed to an activist documentary. Additionally,
with Rob's goal to save them from senseless slaughter. Finally, the scene of the same shark the simple cutting and editing techniques used throughout the film in my opinion was
amateurish as the production lacked effort and creativity.
slowly dying from being tightly imprisoned by a drift just made my heart sank.
All in all, Sharkwater: Extinction (2019) was a worthy watch in my opinion because
It is hard to say whether the poor narrative development was due to Stewart's untimely
death or Gunnarsson's ineffective directions, but the documentary was definitely subpar it was entertaining and contained a great deed of educational content. However, if the
in my opinion. While solid contents were undoubtedly being presented within the documentary was to be judge based on filmic qualities, I would personally grade it as
film—for example, the director consistently addressed the urgency and significance of average. This was due to the fact that the film was amixture of surprise and disappointment.
shark conservation by incorporating scientific data and qualitative judgements from Rob Stewart surprised his audience with excellent character development and mise-enexperts—the documentary spearheaded in way too many directions without going in scene, but because of his untimely death, the acting producers failed to deliver the final
depth. Unfortunately, this created frustration for me and other viewers as well when the product with the same greatness it started with. The disappointment presented here were
the subpar production elements—sound effects, lighting, camera angles, and editing—
film constantly jumped from personal assessments to journal inquiries and then finally
to scientific findings as depicted in various scenes within the documentary. What the and inferior narrative development for a world class documentary.
director should have done here was to stick with a specific documenting method; for
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Solar Variability: Our Inconstant Sun
David A. Huestis
Historian
Iwent to bed last night wondering where the Sun had gone. Then it dawned on me.
A little astronomy humor to begin a serious discussion on our life-giving star—the Sun.
Our Sun coalesced out of a vast cloud of gas and dust some 100 times the size of our
solar system roughly five billion years ago. Gravity contracted this mass until the core
of this proto-star reached about 24.5 million degrees Fahrenheit. At that time nuclear
fusion began, converting about 600 million tons of hydrogen to helium per second. This
process has been ongoing since then.
Most folks take for granted that the Sun rises and sets every day due to the Earth's
almost 24-hour rotation. The only change most people recognize is the seasonal cycles
caused by the fixed 23.5 degree tilt of our planet's axis in its orbital path about the Sun.
Reference this video to refresh your memory onthe Earth's annual journey:https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=d6rgyJkrMXg
Although our Sun is a very stable G2 yellow dwarf star, it does have a slight
"variability." Over anaverage 11-year cycle solar activity waxes and wanes.Most apparent
of this activity manifests itself in the appearance of dark sunspots, regions of intense
magnetism residing as depressions in the Sun's photosphere (the visible "surface" of the
Sun). Solar activity rises from solar minimum, where no or few sunspots are visible, to
solar maximum, where hundreds of sunspots can be counted. That peak activity then
subsides back down to another solar minimum. This period is called a solar cycle, and
currently we are at solar minimum at the end of Cycle 24, which began in January 2008.
(All other solar activity follows this pattern, including solar Qares, prominences and
coronal mass ejections (CME's).
There is also a 22-year cycle. At the endof an 11-year cycle,groups ofthe new cycle have
reversed polarity magnetic fields. You can read more about this topic and other pertinent
solar facts on the Skyscrapers website: http://www.theskyscrapers.org/stufF/contentmgr/
files/2/fl9a9ea97f57f5a6effa42c91b8dc910/documents/solar_lab.doc.
The appearance of
reversed polarity groups, along with the fact that they form at higher north and south
solar latitudes, indicates the Sun is transitioning to a new cycle. However, groups of old
and new polarities do coincide during the transition.
Current Cycle 24 was slightly unusual in that it sported two peaks. The largest, in
April 2014, was preceded by an earlier peak in March 2012. Despite this scenario. Cycle
24 displayed the lowest peak since 1906.
Also, the last minimum, between Cycle 23 and Cycle 24, was quite deep (prolonged).
There were many spotless days. At the timeI was searching the solar literature online
looking to see if solar physicists were thinking of giving that period a name. Other deep
minimums which produced global climate effects received names like the Maunder
Minimum (1645-1715), Dalton Minimum (1790-1830) or Sporer Minimum (1450-1540).
Fortunately, a group of the new cycle formed and Cycle 24 began.
Original forecasts of very high solar activity for Cycle 24 were predicted. However, as
the months progressed the forecasts were downgraded.
It is an easy task to follow the progress of each solar cycle. Decades ago,Iused my
own telescope equipped witha special solar filter to conduct sunspot counts. This process
was fine for clear or partly cloudy days, but often around here in southern New England
we can experience days upon days of overcast skies. Today, solar observatories orbiting
the Earth provide uninterrupted high-resolution solar images, thereby making sunspot
counting very convenient.
Several members of Skyscrapers have been participating in a sunspot count project
since September 18, 2012. In addition, in order to provide my Bryant University
astronomy lab students an "eyes on" project, they conduct sunspot counts for an 11-week
period each semester. During solar maximum it was indeed a challenge for them to get
the hang of determining groups and counting spots. However, by the end of a semester
most of them became good solar observers.I wish they could have continued once the
lab finished.
As Cycle 24 continues towards solar minimum (a determination of which can be
made only after we have reached and surpassed it), there have been many spotless days.
2018 totaled 221 days, while 2019 up through July 20 has totaled 130 days with no spots.

Not necessarily consecutive days. Short-lived groups with less than five spots each were
the norm if they evolved. Despite the apparent low numbers, solar physicist Lisa Upton
with Space Systems Research Corp believes there is "no indication that we are currently
approaching a Maunder-type minimum in solar activity."
That is good news. Humankind would find a deep minimum very disruptive.
Reference this website https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maunder_Minimum on the
Maunder minimum to increase your awareness of the consequences. Even now cosmic
rays pose an intensified threat to astronauts and passengers in high flying aircraft due
to a decreased solar magnetic field. The lack of solar activity also allows the Earth's
atmosphere to shrink,preventing space debris from de-orbiting due to atmospheric drag.
The opposite extreme also poses danger. When solar activity is high, our atmosphere
expands, thereby increasing drag on our orbiting spacecraft. In fact, Skylab, a United
States orbital laboratory, reentered the Earth's atmosphere ahead of schedule in July 1979
due to this specific problem. Most of it plummeted into the Indian Ocean, while some
pieces fell in Western Australia.) And on March 11,1989, Hydro-Quebec was shutdown
by a huge geomagnetic storm caused by an intense solar storm. Circuit breakers tripped
when transformers melted due to the amount of energy that entered the system from the
event.
According to solar physicist Lisa Upton, "We expect Solar Cycle 25 will be very
similar to Cycle 24: another fairly weak maximum, preceded by a long, deep minimum."
The current solar minimum will continue thru 2019, likely ending in 2020. The next solar
maximum is expected in 2024-2026.
Unfortunately, the relatively small variability in solar activity has far reaching
consequences for climate change. I have read reports hoping for a Maunder-type
minimum in the hopes a decades-long solar minimum would mitigate the effects ofglobal
warming. Yes, global warming. Precisely stated. Climate change says little. I've become
quite cynical as I've aged, andIbelieve humankind is past the point of intervention. I'm
unsure whether a natural phenomenon couldbring about a recovery either. Agricultural
and socio-economic interests will be adversely compromised whichever way it goes.
In 1789 Benjamin Franklin stated, "Our new Constitution is now established, and
has an appearance that promises permanency; but in this world nothing can be said
to be certain, except death and taxes." While the permanency of the Sun is guaranteed
for another five billion years, let's hope extreme solar variability does not threaten our
already fragile ecology.

The Sun (NASA/WikipedIa)
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